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MESSENGER of sympathy and love,
SERVANT of parted friends,
CONSOLER of the lonely,
BOND of the scattered family,
ENLARGER of the common life.
CARRIER of news and knowledge,
INSTRUMENTS of trade and industry,
PROMOTER of mutual acquaintance,
of PEACE and GOOD WILL among men
and nations...

"NEITHER SNOW

NOR HEAT,

NOR GLOOM OF NIGHT STAYS THE COURIERS FROM THE
SWIFT COMPLETION OF THEIR APPOINTED ROUNDS
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
Since Billings, Montana, is a central city, midway

between Minneapolis and Seattle, a hub for over 50 state
and government bureaus, the complex mail communication
requires a central post office to handle incoming and
outgoing correspondence.

Presently, an undesirable lo

cation makes the old post office obselete and clogged
with mail.

A better location would be at the perimeter

of the town,postal authorities surmise.

The rimrocks

would be a feasible site, because of their proximity to
the airport, and because a future freeway will by-pass
Billings, and wind along the rims.

However, the rims are

a cherished landmark of Billings, and a postal facility
must not intrude on the rimrocks 1 natural features.

2.0

CONDITIONS CREATING A NEED FOR A SECTIONAL POST
OFFICE AT BILLINGS, MONTANA

2.1

Data
Billings, Montana, the county seat of Yellowstone

County, is the largest city in Eastern Montana, and is
the commercial center for most of the state and northern
Wyoming.

It is the logical place for a sectional post

office
Conveniently, Billings is located in the midst of a
rapidly-developing area.

Being a recognized distributing

point, it would be a good hub from which a sectional post
office could operate.
Sited midway between St Paul and Seattle, Billings
presently has an estimated population of 89,000, and the
city limits incorporate an area of 23 square miles.

Hav

ing a mean annual temperature of hi.2 F, and an average
rainfall of 13.13 inches, the city has a mild, dry, cli
mate as compared to other Montana cities. With three
railroads:

the Northern Pacific, Great Northern, and

Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy, and connecting the fol
lowing highways: - Interstate 50, 9*+, US 10, 87, UZ f 312,
and Montana 3, 789, Billings is also the center for
ground and air transportation.

In postal language, it

is a NTC—National Transportation Center, by reason of
its geographic location.
2.2

Logan Field
Billings' airport, Logan Field, plays an increasingly

important part in air mail transport.

Although air mail

is only a fraction of the total volume of Billings' mail,
the pieces which make up the air mail volume are great.
Since most rf Billings' air mail is First Class mail, it
is flown throughout the country.

In other words, large

numbers of air mails are handled, although the total
volume is not great.

Then, the airport does have an

important co-function with the post office.

Accomo

dating three airlines—Frontier, North-west Orient, and
Western, the airport building has the US Weather Bureau,
Department of Commerce

radio beam station, a lighting

maintenance shop, Flight Service Station, General Av
iation District Office, and a Systems Maintenance Dis
trict Office.

Logan Field is scheduled for an extensive

expansion program in anticipation of heavier passenger
service and mail cargo transportation and distribution.
2.3

Present and Future Growth
From Table I, it can be seen that Billings' postal

receipts are increasing steadily, and assessed property
values are advancing.

Presently, Billings'

post office, is

located on First Avenue North—the through-town route for
the connecting highways, and is amid a congestive traffic
problem.

People have difficulty using it, and the mail

transportation to and from the post office suffers.

An

old, stone building, flanked by steep, dangerous steps,
the structure is ineadequate as a central post office.
Because Billings is headquarters for more than 58

regional and district office of US bureaus and departments,
and because it is a center for 23 state offices it is
evident that a sectional post office will be constructed
in the future to relieve the load on the old post office,
and to help handle the volumnous governmental mail to
these departments.
Table 1
Postal Receipts... Billings
1963

$1,637,70ft.B1

196ft

1,731,657.85

1965

1,795,6^3.00

1966

1,067,962.00

Assessed Property Valuation...Billings
196ft

$289,625,502.00

1965

303,260,065.00

1966

316,901,981.00

1967

330,712,82ft.00

In 1963, Yellowstone County included 15.5% of the
State's merchant wholesale outlets, and one-fourth of the
wholesale receipts.

Billings is well-qualified for a

sectional post office, and is often referred to as the
regional trade center for the Midland Empire.

3.0

LOCAL CONDITIONS

3.1

Old Post Office
Billings' present post office, on First Avenue

North, is sadly inadequate.

Constructed in Billings'

early history, it is now poorly located, being on a
through-town arterial, which connects Interstate 90
with no less than four US highways.

Because of con

gested traffic on this major street, public access to the
post office is hampered.
As a result, the post office has had to rent a
warehouse a few blocks away from the old building.

And

now, the old facility mainly serves the public and pro
vides mail boxes for down-town merchants.

Most of the

incoming and out-going mail is processed at the ware
house, and trucked to and from there.

However, this is

only a temporary solution, because as the mail vnlume
increases, this location will be considered too inac
cessible for the mail trucks.

The warehouse is located

along rail tracks, and only one or two round-about routes
can reach the building.

Although the land is economical

for the post office to lease, being on a low-property-value
part of town, the temporary warehouse will not accommodate
the managerial offices of the main post office

Map.#1

shows the relative positions of the old post office and
the temporary, warehouse Sectional Center.
Since the main post office cannot serve greater Bil
lings, a branch station has been constructed—the Pioneer
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City of Billings Post Office
Corner of (\i. 26th & 1st Ave. North

Branch Station.

However, the branch station serves more

mailers than the main post office.

The solution to this

problem would be to build a main Sectional Center Facility
on the fringe of town.

Its functions would be to receive

incoming mail, to serve a new branch station downtown, and
to distribute to the new Pioneer branch office.
3.2 Proposal Statement
A sectional post office would not only function as
the center for the surrounding area, but would also serve
as the main post office for Billings, with the two
branch stations—Downtown and Pioneer, located conven
iently for Billings residents.

The only problem, if the

regional post office were to be located on the rims, would
be that the public would not be able to readily use this
facility, because of the distant airport location.

How

ever, this proposal is made under the assumption that a
loop freeway will be constructed from residential Billings
up over the rimrocks, making the proposed post office
easier to reach.

Also, it is assumed that Logan Field

will be expanded, and a huge airport complex will be
present on the rims.
One of the early reasons the main Billings post office
was located on First Avenue North, was the fact that the
railroad terminal(only two blocks away) could easily de
liver the high volumes of nail shipped via rail in Billings'
early history.

Now, since the airways have taken pre-

cendence in First Class mail transport, this location

serves nn useful purpose.

Second, Third, and Fourth

Class mail is primarily carried by vehicular trans
portation.

A position adjacent to, or close to Logan

Field would be a workable area for a sectional post
office.

*f.D

SITE CONDITIONS

4.1

Justifications
The proposed site for the SCF post office is located

directly west of the Billings Municipal Airport.

Rel

atively flat, the site presents no gradihg problems, and
is city-owned.

Map #2, the Billings Comprehensive Plan,

shows the future site.
This would be a convenient location for a SCF fac
ility, bedause the Comprehensive Plan calls for a loop
freeway, by-passing the town below the rimrocks, and
going over them via Zimmerman Trail and North 27th Street.
This perimeter road is immediately south of the proposed
site.

Since the property west of the site is stated in

the Comprehensive Plan as being controlled industrial,
there would definitely be no future air pollution or
crowding of the postal facility.
4.2

Opinions about Site
Different people in Billings have been wondering

where a postal facility should go.

There had been
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rumors that, a huge postal complex was going to be placsd
at Cobb Field(baseball field and public suimming pool),
but they decided that the site would
rework.

be too expensive to

The Feb. 16, 1970, article from the Billings

Gazette discusses some of the proposed sites, including
the one west of the airport.

Where Would We
Like Postal Facility?
Let's kick a question around under slowly deteroriating build
for a minute: Where would we like ings. Or in a similar area in the
to see an $8.5 million postal facili Northeast sector.
ty go?
Or perhaps we might look at a
It immediately goes without west end spot adjacent to an inter
saying that we'd like to see it in change onto the Interstate.
Billings. The facility is clean and
There are numerous possibili
its payroll is virtually guaranteed
ties
near the center of town, on
as long as there is a Post Office.
the outskirts, in Lockwood or Bil
But where in Billings?
Not Cobb Field. That would lings Heights. It depends upon
be too expensive both for the Post what the Post Office needs.
Office and for the city to replace.
But we can't do much until we
But there is land west of the know what the Post Office needs
airport which the City-County and where it can find it here.
Comprehensive Plan pinpoints for
Experts on Billings real es
light industry. It would put the tate, businessmen and realtors,
new facility handy to the airport should begin putting together a
and to_all land routes.
package.
Maybe we should find land for
It doesn't hurt to let the Post
it on the Southside, in some area Office know that we want that fa
where property values are reeling cility here. It might even help.

-lif-

U.3

Proposed Site Advantages
The advantage of this site location is that there are

no zoning regulatiohs, except those imposed by the air
port.

The only restrictions the airport requires are

height limits, which is logical, because landing planes
require unobstructed air space to the runways.

Also,

Billings residents below do not want any tall buildings
peering over the top of the rimrocks, defiling the sand
stone contours.
Another advantage is that the location is on the outer
edge of Billings proper, a desirable location for a main
postal facility, according to the US Postal Department.
Most of the public mailing can be handled through Lhe
two branch offices, while the mail facility sorts the mail
and deals it out.

Then, large crowds will not impede the

office's service and circulation.

However, it must be

remembered that the site is located clotie to the airport,
so public mailing facilities must be included in the
building.

5.0

FUNCTION OF BILLINGS SCF POST OFFICE

5.1

Functions
Since the Billings post office will be a (SCF) Sec

tional Center Facility, there are basically four functions
this post office should include:

1.

Handling public mailing and postage servece

2.

Housing the sectional offices

3.

Efficient processing of incoming and outgoing
mail

k.

Providing smooth transport services, that is,
concerning movement of mail to and from the
Billings branch offices

This facility should operate as a typical city post
office, but also should have the versatility to coor
dinate the area's mail service.

Integration of these

tuio functions will require a great deal of funnelling
the mail flow within

the building.

This means mail

will be incoming and outgoing at both ends of the
building—the service side and the public, front side.
5.2

Public Areas
The public areas of a sectional post office should

contain an entry or foyer area, and box and service
lobbies.

The entry should be easily reached—it should

have feu, if any steps, contrasted with the old post
office standard of steep, stone steps flanking the build
ing.

The box lobbies should provide space for people

at the mail drops and lock boxes, and for adequate cir
culation behind them.

Usually this area is immediately

adjacent to the entry, and is kept unlocked late at
night for the public's mailing convenience.

Service

lobbies should have mailing windows and lobby desks for
people addressing and stamping mail.

No public rest-

rooms are recommended by the Post Office Department,
because of the loitering encouraged, and fast-moving

traffic, will dissolve long lines, if people are there for
only one purpose.
5.3

Administrative Offices
A sectional post office should also house a minimum

number of directors' offices in order to run smoothly.
The main breakdowns are:
Postmaster

Personnel

Assistant Postmaster
_ .. ..
Superintendent of Mai s

Regional Officer
(Includes Real Estate
gn( j Postal Service

Transportation Officer

Offices)

Finance

Inspection;Service

Customer Relations
Except for the Inspection Service, most of these offices
are self-explanatory.

The Inspection Service is an in

dependent police organization, and they regularly patrol
overhead, enclosed catwalks to check employees for fraud
or for tampering with the mail.

There are one-way mir

rors spaced every ten feet to insure a good view from
the catwalks to each operation.

Hearing cones in the

catwalks' floors allow the inspectors to hear conver
sation.

These employees should be able to enter the

building undetected by anyone.. An outside entry leading
to the catwalks must be furnished.
5.1^

Main Workroom—Organization
5.^.1

First, Second, and Third Class Mail Flow
Example—Billings SCF Office

Breaking down the Main Workroom's functions is very
complex.

So, the best way to explain the various areas

is to start at the "incoming" door, and follow the pro
cess throuoh to the "outgoing" door.

\- i q. 1 helps illus

trate the mail flow for the First, Second, and Third
Class Mail.

The Billings temporary sectional post office

serves as an example.

LJhen the raw mail arrives, it

first goes through a conveyor table, 25 ft long, then the
letters pass through a cancelling machine.

From there,

the mail is sorted into pigeon-holes called the main
primary cases.

Then, again the mail is resorted to the

secondary cases, which contain holes for all the states.
These are called SCF sections, or Sectional Center Facility
cases.

Here, mail is sorted to be sent to other national

SCF Offices.

Adequate room must be provided, as the

secondary SCF cases require the most space for expansion.
Next, are the Billings c i t y c a s e s and f l a t s , for larger -than-envelope mail, which occupy the largest area.

Included in this section is a dumping machine, which
distributes all outgoing circulars to the Billings
flats.

Circulars (magazines and advertisements) are con

sidered Third Class Mail.

In order, were the Rural Route

cases and Carrier cases, which should be next to each
other.

Here, the flat(small) cases are also situated.

All mail distributed here is considered Second Class
Mail.

Finally the circulation moved to the First Class

Airmail S e c t i o n , which was located c l o s e to the c o n 
veyor table where the mail first comes in.

Also, the

Registered Mail section took up part of this space,

-ie-
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First, Second, & Third Class Mail Flow
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including a vault and screened-off space for the regis
tered mail cases.

From here, the sorted, outgoing mail

is then pushed through the "outgoing" door, making a
complete circuit.

A new experiment the US Postal

authorities are trying is the Lettergram Service,
uhich can be placed anywhere in the Main UJorkroom.

If

anyone desires an immediate message in letter-form del
ivered, this is the service to >use.
In the same general part of the building were:
1.

Employees' lockers and lunchrooms

2.

Restrooms

3.

Offices

k.

Catwalks for the Postal Inspectors

5.U.2

SCF History

The Sectional Center Facility came into being a feu
years ago, as a result of the start of the Zip Code.
Since the US Pbstal System handles more than 8^ bullion
pieces of mail per year, a large mix-up would result if
each post office tried to send mail to the others, dir
ectly.

To solve this problem, the US Post Office as

signed 552 post offices to act as receivers for the mail
going to all these oflices.
5.^.3

Fourth Class—Parcel Post

Completely separate from the First, Second, and Third
Class sorting areas was the parcel post, or Fourth Class
sorting area, dominated by the large, "doughnut" machine,
which sorted the parcels into various flats, or bags.
Fig. 2 shows the layout and flow of the parcel post.

Fio. 2

Fourth Class Mail Flow—Parcel Post
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Separated from the machine were the First Class parcelpost flats and the small parcel flats.
5.5

Transportation Organization
Transportation organization to and from the post

office should be included into the total design.

Three

parking types should be present—visitor, employee, and
docking bays.

Mail transport between the main, rimrock—

airport facility and the two branch facilities in Bil
lings proper, could be achieved in the future by heli
copter transport.

Then, a reservation in the design

should be made for a heliport.

Concerning airmail trans

port to the post office, an underground conveyor system
could carry the airmail the relatively short distance to
the post office from Logan Field. In this manner, the
post office, sited near the airport, is not only close
a free-way, but is also adjacent to the airmail dis
tribution point, solving two transport problems at one
time.
The truck-docking facilities should be at two
heights

one for large cargo-semi trucks, and the

other with less height for local parcel-post vans and
outer-city small trucks.

Furthermore, provision of ad

equate br-cking space for these vehicles speeds up the
operation.
This facility should then appear to be a large
post office, but also have the ability to receive, sort,
and send the vast amounts of mail from the surrounding

region.

With an efficient collection and distribution

system, it should function to serve the area defined
from the Wyoming border to Livingston, and as for north
as Winnett.

Billings would then be one of nine SCF's in

Montana with 79 small, branch post offices under these.
5.6

Example—Bozeman, Montana, Facility
The Bozeman City post office provides an example of

a self-contained post office, differing from the Billings
SCF Center in that all incoming mail shipped to the post
office moves to the city of Bozeman and does not have to
be redistributed to branch offices, as in a SCF office.
The other difference was that the Bozeman facility had
a typical post office's public letter drops, and this
function had to blend in uith the mail coming from the
non-public, or dock side of the building.

Fio. 3

shows

a flow diagram of mail movement.
The incoming mail to the Bozeman post office is un
loaded at the rear docks, and is moved in bags to the
primary cases, or First Class cases.

Because Bozeman is

not a Sectional Center Facility, no need exists for
secondary or SCF cases.

With these cases were the flats,

or cases for flat mail—Second or Third Class circulars,
like newspapers, magazines, and advertisments.

(\lext,

were the city cases, designated C-l through C-15, showing
there were 15 different postmens' routes for Bozeman.
Adjacent to the city cases, the Rural cases handle mail

Fin. 3
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Mail Flow—Bozeman City Post Office
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handle mail for out of city addresses.

Also, the Star

Route cases designated that mail which is delivered out
of Bozeman under contract.

Finally, "the remaining mail

goes to post office boxes, assigned to downtown busi
nesses, and to those people desiring post office lock—
boxes.
The outgoing mail begins at the letter drops, and
passes through a cancelling machine.
cancelled and put in mail tubs.

Parcel post is

Airmail moves to green

bags, and Bozeman Federal Building mail is collected at
the building mail chute.
Besides the main mail work-room, the other rooms in
the Bozeman post office were:
1.

Vault for storage of stamp stock

2.

Catwalks with observation windows and hearing
cones

3.

Storage rooms

k.

Swing or coffee-locker room

5.

Lavatories—men and women

6.

Civil Service Examination rooms

7.

Equipment storage for mail carts

Also, space must be provided for a time clock, preferrably near the swing room.
5.7

Example—Portland, Oregon, Facility
A good example of a larger operating post office

than Billings would be the one in Portland, Oregon.
Being the hub of the Portland P n stal System, this fac
ility serves 23 postal stations, with 601 delivery
routes, mailing to 600,ODD residents in the four

couhties of Multnomah, Washington, Clackamas, and Co
lumbia.

Having 2,81D employees, and a motor-vehicle

fleet of 320 trucks, cars and three-wheeled mailsters,
the office handles yearly receipts of *$23 Million, and
830,piece of mail were delivered.

UNITED STATES

POST
OFFICE
mm

715 N.W. Hoyt St.

Portland.Oregoa

97208
Albert Hodler Postmaster

This building is constructed with two workroom floors
in back of the lobby, and with two office floors above.
A partial level atop the building hnuses the cafeteria,
shops, heating and ventilating, and stamp—stock storage.
The site is 817 acres, and the building covers the equivalent of nine football fields.

Land and building cost

is $11 million, and is privately owned and leased to.the
Post Office.

The department owns i.he mail mechanization

equipment, valued at $lk million.

6.0

AESTHETICS OF BUILDING
Because a post office's purpose is to receive and

send mail, it should create an inviting feeling for the
people using it.

Also, within, a post office should have

an atmosphere of warmth for the employees.

This

can be

0chieved by smooth mail circulation, a work—encouraging
interior, comfortable coffee-lounges, and adequate space
for each function.

If a post office does not possess these

qualities, it fails aesthetically, and does not work
practically.
6;1

Rimrocks History
Since most Billings residents wish to preserve their

skyline, the rimrocks are considered sacred, and are to
remain for public use.

Sacrifice Cliff,to the east of

the airport, was so-named, because a handful of Crow

braves threw themselves to death off the rimrocks.
small-pox epidemic was the cause.

A

Today, the city has

reserved the rimrocks as a park, and many residents are
bitterly apposed to any construction directly at the top
of the cliffs.

Hence, a post office structure should

not be more than tuo or three stories high, so it does
not intrude on Billings residents' view to the north.
Possibly the future post office could be conscientously
designed to hug the landscape, and partially set under
ground.
6.2

Water-Tower
Already, a water-tower(supply to airport) breaks up

the horizon, and this tall, bulbous, structure should
have been placed at least 500 yards back from the
present rimrock location.

Therefore, a post office,

being one of the first major structures on the rims,
should set an example and not defile the historical,
sandstone contours of the rimrocks.

7.0

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Because the site for the proposed postal facility

is on rimrock land, the area acquired should be used
wisely.

Since Logan Field is owned by the city airport,

the most desirable way to use the land would be to lease

it, as is the way most postal facilities are set up.
However, the land purchase must be large enough to allow
for:

docking and unloading operations, public and em

ployee parking, and pedestrian movement.
7.1

Possibility of Office Rental Space
If feasible, the postal facility could offer com

mercial office-rental space for either the airport man
agement, or for Rocky Mountain College, situated directly
below the rimrock site.

The college is hard-pressed for

expansion room, and needs all its area for Dormitories
and class-room space.

This proposal could possibly

ease some of their needs for administrative space.

Be

sides, Logan Field is having space problems, its ter
minal designed for a town of 35,DD0.

If the postal

facility were to be constructed before any additions to
the airport were made, then the SCF could serve as tem
porary office space i or the airport.
7*2

Art Gallery Solution
Possibly the rental space could be used as a

Western art gallery, a compliment to the Yellowstone
County Museum.

Located just south-west of the airport,

the museum would be a five—minute drive from ^he art
gallery to the post office.

In this manner, the post

office would contribute to the city of Billings a rent
able place for the display of Western and local art.

It

would help people appreciate the value of the rimrocks
as a historical and cherished land-mark.

8.•

CONCLUSION
The proposed SCF post office for Billings would not

only be a distribution point for mail, but would also
serve as an example to Billings residents.
office would show them

This post

how such a common function as a

postal service can be successfully uniter: with other
functions—an airport, rentable oifices, and possibly
an art gallery as an extension to the Yellowstone County
Museum.

The post office, to be completely successful,

must also unite with the site, the rimrocks, and estab
lish a tradition—preserving the rimrocks as the future
Billings overflows the valley.
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DESIGN SUMMARY

After studying the different functions of a post
office and the situations pertaining to

Billings—

present and future, I maintained in my Conclusion that
preservation of the rimrocks would be upheld in a post
office design.

Beginning with flow diagrams and on

through plan sketches, my final design is primarily a
low-profile design—hugging the rimrocks, yet set
back enough so the SCF structure would not hamper the
Billings skyline.

Also, the post office was placed on

the site so that in the future an underground mail con
veyor system would line up with the airport buildings.
This would eliminate all ground traffic carrying air
mail to and from the post office.

Provision in my des

ign was also made for a heliport, which would quickly
and efficiently serve the two branch stations—Pioneer
and Downtown.
Concerning area requirements, I found the main workroom
to be the largest and most important function.

At the

flow diagram stage, everything seemed to be related to
the main sorting area.

The following table shows

square footage requirements:
square feet
2,000

1.

Entry, Box, & Service Lobbies

2.

Supervisory Offices....

3.

Main Workroom

30,000

i*,

Parcel Post

15,000

5.

Swing Rooms, Rest-rooms, & Misc

6.

Postal 0ffices(2 upper floors)
TOTAL

1,000

3,000
*+0,000
-76,000

Finally, as can be seen in the preceding table, ,no
rentable offfice space is shown, as originally forseen.
The Customer Relations and Real Estate men at the Billings
facility advised me that presently post offices do not,
as a rule, have anything in their structures other than
post-office-related functions.

I also found out that

my previous area estimates were low for the postal
offices.

I\JOUJ ,

my upper floors are designated exclus

ively as postal office space.

The ground floor office

areas are now supervisory offices, conveniently at the
head of the main workroom.

In this manner, I provided

adequate room for expansion, and, whenever Billings is
ready, the SCF post office could easily be converted
into a much larger, completely automated, regional
center.
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